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Good afternoon. Commander Tomeros Maasu Korton
here in Service and Light unto Holy God.
This is a time of many lessons upon your world—the
unfolding of long-standing Truths, the revealing of longhidden lies, and the emancipation of the True Power
within each Lighted fragment of Creator yearning to grow
into Radiance. Toward that end I come at this time to
discuss some of the ongoing recent events on your planet
and coordinate your understanding of those events with
Higher Purpose, that you may grow in ability to better
read the clues on your own.
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Now that you in America have been led to focus your attention back
into outer space, such as through the recent publicity stunt of John
Glenn, it is time to allow the last act of a most interesting physical play
to unfold. Your adversarial group of Satanic controllers—Committee of
300, Illuminati, Freemasonists, MJ-12, Trilateralists, Bilderbergers,
Foreign Relations Council, Club of Rome, or, Big Oil, Big Business, Big
Bankers, The British Crown, The Zionist-affiliated Jews, The P2
(Propaganda 2)-affiliated Italian mobsters, right on down to Global
Intelligence uniting of KGB, CIA, NSA, MI-6, Mossad, SEDECE, and all
the world’s spy “cults”—are now ready to pull off the biggest hoax man
(Please see Entering The Golden Age Of Cosmic Man’s Awakening, p.12)
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

MAJOR ASSET SALE
IN THAILAND
From WORLD NEWS from Radio Australia,
12/16/98: [quoting]
Auctioneers in Bangkok are ready to start
what Thai officials are calling the world’s biggest
ever one-day asset sale.
Lots up for auction are core assets from 56
companies shut down by the government last year
in the darkest hours of Thailand’s worst economic
crisis.
The auction is the culmination of Thailand’s
effor ts to pay back creditors of the f ir ms,
including the central bank which lent BILLIONS
of dollars in a doomed effort to salvage the
sector.
Critics say the measures are tantamount to
the government selling Thailand off cheaply to
foreigners.
Economists say the auction will play a crucial
role in restoring foreign investor conf idence in
Thailand. [End quoting]
It was all part of the plan to rape the country
from the ver y beginning of setting up the
f inancial chaos—then buy all the assets for
pennies on the dollar and no doubt squeeze out
any possible non-gang-member bidders.

setups by the same crooks who star ted the
bombings of Iraq.
FBI TASK FORCE
TO TARGET
NW HATE GROUPS

Excerpted from the INTERNET, courtesy of
Calvin Burgin, <“wrldline@texas.net>, 12/22/98:
[quoting]
S P O K A N E , Wa s h . , D e c . 2 2 ( U P I ) — F B I
agents have conf irmed that a special task force
is being formed in the Northwest to handle the
growing number of domestic terrorism cases in
eastern Washington, northern Idaho and Montana.
The Spokane Spokesman-Review newspaper
r e p o r t e d t o d ay t h a t d e t a i l s h av e n o t b e e n
revealed, but special agents say the force will
monitor anti-government and White supremacy
groups that have been behind acts of terrorism
in the region over the past 16 years.
Special Agent Burdena Pasenelli told the
newspaper “This is the f irst time in the history
of the FBI that two f ield off ices have come
together to form a task force to look at an
ongoing criminal problem.”
T h e f o r c e w i l l r e p o r t e d ly i nvo l ve t h e
participation of at least three dozen federal, state
and local off icers from three states.
It will use offices in Spokane, Coeur d’Alene,
Idaho and Helena, Mont. [End quoting]
SADDAM SECRET ARMY
Things must be getting pretty hot for the
“TO LAUNCH
“elite” controllers so they are going to go after
LONDON ATTACKS”
the resistors—the ones who “aren’t going to take
it any longer”.
Excerpted from the INTERNET, courtesy of
Our advice has always been to play it God’s
Calvin Burgin, <“wrldline@texas.net>, 12/22/98: way—which is non-violence.
[quoting]
REVENGE for the raids on Iraq could begin
BRITS ORDERED TO HOARD
with ter rorist attacks on President Saddam
FOR Y2K SHORTAGES
Hussein’s opponents in Britain. Diplomats and
security officials in the Gulf feared yesterday the
Excerpted from the INTERNET, courtesy of
Iraqi leader would “contract Islamic ter rorist Calvin Burgin, <“wrldline@texas.net>, 12/14/98:
groups” to exact retaliation for Operation Desert [quoting]
Fox.
Kuwaiti off icials said they had stepped up
by Nicole Veash/London Observer Service
security for Britons there, and revealed that
terrorist threats were made yesterday against its
Britons have been warned to stock up with
embassy and off ices in London.
t wo we e k s ’ e m e rg e n cy f o o d r a t i o n s i n
A l e a d i n g A r a b n ew s p a p e r, A l - H a y a t , a n t i c i p a t i o n o f “ m i l l e n n i u m b u g ” - r e l a t e d
p u bl i s h e d i n L o n d o n , r e p o r t e d r e c e iv i n g a shortages.
telephone warning from an unnamed Islamic
The government’s millennium-bug task force,
group threatening to bomb Kuwaiti targets in Action 2000, is advising every British household
Britain. Many Iraqi dissidents live in London, t o t a ke s e n s i bl e p r e c a u t i o n s a g a i n s t t h e
including key f igures in the Iraqi National millennium bug by buying an extra supply of
Congress. A leading Scotland Yard anti-terrorist food, in the direst warning yet of a potential
detective yesterday called the threats “ver y millennium meltdown.
credible. You can take it we are very aware of
In an unprecedented statement indicating the
the heightened risk.”
level of panic in off icial circles, the Department
Security checks and roadblocks have been of Trade and Industry-funded task force, charged
stepped up in Kuwait City and off icials said with minimizing potential damage caused by the
armed National Guards had been deployed around bug, has said that contingency planning for a
residential complexes where British diplomats worst-case scenario should star t as soon as
and civilians live. More Western civilians are possible.
leaving Kuwait than the usual Christmas exodus,
“ We a r e t a l k i n g a b o u t p e o p l e h av i n g a
and an increasing number of Kuwaitis were judicious amount of surplus food in their kitchen
yesterday trying to book flights out. [End cupboards. Anyone sensible would plan for this,”
quoting]
said Gwynneth Flower, head of Action 2000.
And guess what—the “terrorists” are probably “Because we don’t want to see panic buying in
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t h e we e k s l e a d i n g u p t o n ex t C h r i s t m a s ,
consumers should think about this in advance.”
F l owe r ’s wa r n i n g h a s e m e rg e d a m i d
i n c r e a s i n g c o n c e r n ove r t h e i m p a c t o f t h e
millennium bug—a computer code anomaly that
will not allow many of the world’s computers and
a substantial percentage of computer chips to
function properly when their internal clocks reach
2000.
Despite repeated assurances that the bug will
be ironed out, it has now emerged that large
numbers of government, utilities and corporate
computer systems will not be ready for the turn
of the century. According to Action 2000, the
British government will issue a leaflet either next
spring or summer explaining what sort of food
people should keep in their stockpile [Why are
they waiting so long??].
“Tins, dried foods and grains will be very
useful,” Flower said. “Cans of soup, maybe half
a dozen curries, tuna and packets of biscuits.
Long-life milk would also be a good idea,
a l t h o u g h we wo u l d n ’t a dv i s e p e o p l e t o
stockpile water [emphasis mine].
“We are talking about the sort of common
sense provision that you would automatically do
to ensure against any potential emergency.”
Despite Action 2000’s advice, most major
British supermarkets are not planning to buy
increased stocks of long-life products with long
shelf-lives.
“We feel fairly conf ident that everything will
be normal next year,” said a spokeswoman for
the Sainsbury chain. “Much of our millennium
preparation is going on alcohol because we
think people will be drinking more [emphasis
mine]. We are renting an extra 400,000 square
feet of warehouse space for all that sur plus
booze.” [End quoting]
Can you imagine telling the people that
stocking water isn’t important when the water
companies won’t be able to supply it—but they’re
going to have plenty of booze so you can get
drunk while you die. Doesn’t this sound like
part of the Depopulation Plan 2000?
WORLD’S FIRST
MANNED ROCKET FLIGHT
IN 1633!
From WEEKLY WORLD NEWS, by Naresh
Singh, 12/15/98: [quoting]
History’s first manned rocket flight wasn’t a
U.S. or Russian launch in the 1960s—it happened
in Turkey way back in 1633!
That’s when a daredevil named Hasan Celebi
blasted off in a two-stage, gunpowder-powered
rocket that flew l½ miles off the coast of Turkey
before crashing into the sea.
“Celebi sat in a center section of the 90-foot
rocket as it blasted off,” said Mauritz Roffavik,
director of the Norway Aircraft Musem and coowner of a f irm that plans to raise the rocket
and exhibit it in a museum. “Six small engines
circled a larger central motor. The six smaller
rockets comprised the ‘first stage’ that lifted the
rocket into the air.”
When these rockets had exhausted their fuel,
the larger central rocket, or the “second stage”,
ignited and pushed the rocket further into the air,
said Roffavik.
“Once the rocket reached its highest point—
900 feet—Celebi jumped off and floated toward
the sea on a primitive form of hang-gliding
equipment. He then swam to shore while the
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rocket crashed into the water 1½ miles away.
“Later in the evening he received honors from
the Sultan of Turkey,” Roffavik said.
“The Turkish army had rocketry divisions as
far back as the 15th century. Their rockets would
blast enemy positions, killing or frightening those
they were aimed against. But this 90-foot
projectile was the f irst to be manned.”
Frank Winter, assistant curator for launch
ve h i c l e s , a t t h e S p a c e a n d E x p l o r a t i o n
Department of the Smithsonian Institution, said:
“The flight of the Turkish rocketeer Celebi in
1633 is the f irst manned rocket flight ever
recorded.” [End quoting]
The “elite” have been hiding far greater
secrets than this for centuries—like nuclear war
on this planet thousands of years ago and
extraterrestrial visits since ancient times.
THEY CALL IT VIGILANCE
From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, Dec.
1998: [quoting]
Congress and the Clinton administration want
you to believe they are f irmly committed to
keeping Americans safe from terrorism. That’s
why yo u s h ow I D a n d p a s s t h r o u g h m e t a l
detectors when boarding a plane, for example.
At the same time, however, the US annually
allows hundreds of “students” from ter roristsponsoring states like Iran, Iraq, Libya, Sudan,
and Syria to attend American colleges and
universities to study chemical engineering,
n u c l e a r p hy s i c s a n d o t h e r m i l i t a r y - r e l a t e d
subjects. The “students”, says Hillary Mann of
the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, are
sometimes funded by their governments for
eventual political and military purposes. [End
quoting]
We know there is no sanity in government
anti-terrorism policy and it is used as a cover
for control of the American population. This is
simply one more example of the truth behind the
deception.
POLITICS AND
SOCIAL SECURITY
From THE MODESTO BEE, letter to the
editor, 12/8/98: [quoting]
I had been hopeful that The Bee’s series on
the Social Security system would be an in-depth
study of the system—its strengths and
weaknesses.
What we got was a “political press release”
on which politicians could hang their support of
the system. We got a lot of data, projections,
and everyone’s pledge to “protect the system”.
You did get one thing right, Social Security
is “Robinhoodish” and a “redistribution of
money”. It is a social program and should not
b e c o n f u s e d w i t h a ny r e t i r e m e n t - p e n s i o n
program.
As a social program, every citizen who works
should be required to par ticipate in Social
Security.
W hy s h o u l d a ny g r o u p ( m e m b e r s o f
Congress, railroad workers, teachers, on and on)
be exempt from participation in “FDR’s greatest
legacy”? Exempt groups can only laugh at Social
Security and hope they are never a part of it.
However, they do like Medicare.
A couple of suggestions for restructuring the
s y s t e m . Fi r s t , r e q u i r e t h a t ever yo n e b e a
participant. No exceptions! An employer could
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still provide an additional prog ram if it so
desired. Second, the return to an individual
should be commensurate with his or her
contribution to the system.
The Bee would do well to research and
provide the public with information on how
Social Security compares to exempt groups’
retirement programs. Compare contribution,
benef its, retirement age, penalties for working
after retirement, etc.
This would allow workers to see what could
be done with their contribution. Workers would
ask for a revamping of the system, not just a
continuation.
I believe in Social Security and that it should
be saved. But, it needs restructuring so that it
is fair and the social aspect of the system doesn’t
fall on only some citizens. —Bob Schenone
[End quoting]
Anytime we think the government is going
to change a law to give more, safer or fairer
benef its to “we the people” we should have our
heads examined. Social Security was set up as
a method to rape and control us suckers!! It was
“F. D. Roosevelt’s legacy” because he was able
to pull off such a massive heist of power and
money in one fell swoop!
RE: ASPARTAME—
SOME MAY SAY CONSPIRACY
From the INTERNET, <HE0T@one1ist.com>,
12/24/98: [quoting]
From: “G. Kuric” <gek@townsqr.com>
Happy Holidays, everyone!
My 28-year-old daughter is recovering from
Aspartame poisoning at this time, so although I
am incredulous at the damage this substance can
do, I have had very recent f irst-hand experience.
A year ago she and her f iancé had a bad truck
wreck and he was killed. She has been in terribly
worsening shape all year—severe muscle pains
in legs, slurred speech, fatigue, confusion, high
anxiety, terrible stomach problems, headaches,
sleep disorder—and the doctor f inally, after many
tests, diagnosed f ibromyalgia aggravated by
stress.
About a month ago I started to receive these
Aspartame warnings and the symptoms were such
a perfect match that I went over and cleaned out
her cabinets. She has, shall we say, a different
style of eating than I do. She drinks a six-pack
a day of regular Coke which I suspect contains
Aspartame, under “artif icial sweeteners”. She
was also drinking a few Instant Breakfasts a day
under doctor’s orders, hot cocoa mix, fancy
cappucino mix, and wine coolers. These are all
loaded with Aspar tame. I also removed the
Flintstone vitamins her 4-year-old takes. I found
it in the fake creamer I use at work in my coffee.
Once you start looking, it is in many packaged
foods!
After ONE day my daughter was able to put
away the walker she had been using for months
to get to school and work. Daily she improved
until most of her symptoms just disappeared! I’ve
never seen so dramatic a healing along nutritional
lines before!
If Monsanto is pushing this stuff here, just
imagine the amount dumped on Third World
people! Methanol poisoning—a tricky way to
incapacitate a fourth of the population, while
making a buck.
Cheers everyone, have an enjoyable Holiday,
a n d m ay t h e n ew ye a r b r i n g f u r t h e r
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enlightenment on many issues! —Gail [End
quoting]
This is an excellent follow-up on the article
I recently published in last week’s CONTACT on
artif icial sweeteners. I hope you don’t need any
more evidence to, at the very least, do your own
research. Every reader should quickly look into
the herb Stevia and the available literature about
Stevia. This amazing natural sweetener is being
squashed, along with all literature on the subject,
just as fast as bogus charges can be generated to
cover the tracks of the cover-up. This seems to
be a collusional effort between the government
(who wants you sick) and the sugar industry (who
wants their cash flow to continue). Please look
i n t o S t ev i a a n d r e m a i n v i g i l a n t a b o u t t h e
diabolical steps being taken by such as the FDA
to ban this wonderful herbal sweetener, as well
as the educational literature and cookbooks which
help you to use it.
YOU MAY BE IN VIOLATION
OF FTC REGULATIONS!
Excerpted from a PAMPHLET supplied by a
Doctor of Chiropractic in Montreal, 12/98:
[quoting]
An urgent alert to all Doctors of Chiropractic
in the United States from Dr. Terry A. Rondberg:
You may be in danger of violating federal law
if you:
* Suggest to patients that cor rection of
vertebral subluxation may be beneficial to their
health;
* Provide any educational material which
discusses the use of chiropractic as a way to
improve health by eliminating nerve interference;
* Promote chiropractic as part of a wellness
program including chiropractic for children;
* State or imply that vertebral subluxations—
also known as “the silent killer”—might have a
negative affect on general health or ner ve
function; or
* Distribute virtually ANY book, pamphlet or
brochure published by any organization, company
or individual which refers to chiropractic as a
way to enhance health or aid the body in its fight
against disease.
According to the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) anything you say in your advertising,
patient education materials, discussions and
presentations, or other communication must be
supported by what it deems to be “competent and
reliable scientif ic evidence”. This is def ined by
them as “adequate and well-controlled clinical
testing conforming to acceptable designs and
protocols and conducted by a person or persons
qualif ied by training and experience to conduct
such testing”.
To d i s c r e d i t c h i r o p r a c t i c , t h e m e d i c a l
establishment has claimed there is no valid
scientif ic evidence of the existence of vertebral
s u bl u x a t i o n s o r t h e n eg a t iv e i m p a c t o f
subluxations on human health. Even some
chiropractors like Slaughter and Triano, have
s i m i l a r ly d i s m i s s e d t h e e n t i r e c o n c e p t o f
vertebral subluxation. Therefore, any information
you provide on VS could be considered deceptive
advertising and be outlawed. If you so much as
tell your patients that correcting their vertebral
subluxations might have a benef icial effect on
their health, you could be in violation of FTC
regulations.
This is not a False alarm! This is a very
real threat to all D.C.s who wish to spread the
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chiropractic message. Already, the FTC has
engaged in lengthy and costly investigations of
various non-allopathic health care advocates and
has in almost all cases made it impossible for
them to provide information on products or
services which might compete with the medical
establishment. If the FTC is not stopped, it can
and probably will turn on the rest of us. You
could be next!

short, the drug companies pay the salaries of
t h e F DA rev i ewe rs wh o a r e c h a rg e d w i t h
approving their products.
Wi t h a p r o j e c t e d i n c o m e f r o m d r u g
companies of more than $183 million in just five
years, the FDA is undoubtedly going to put the
interests of the drug industry before anything
else. Naturally, the FTC is going to work with
i t s s i s t e r a g e n cy t o p r o m o t e a l l o p a t h i c
domination of the health care f ield.

CHIROPRACTOR FILES LAWSUIT
AGAINST THE FTC
To f ight such blatant abuse of power, as
President of the World Chiropractic Alliance and
Chiropractic Benef it Services and publisher of
The Chiropractic Journal I have retained famed
attor n ey Richard A. Jaffe to f ight for our
profession. At my own expense, I f iled a lawsuit
against the FTC to protect the right of all
chiropractors to inform your patients and the
public at large of the importance of correcting
vertebral subluxations.
Mr. Jaffe is well known in chiropractic circles
and throughout the health care arena. He has a
proven track record of success in f ighting against
the medical establishment and the government in
defense of the rights of alternative practitioners.
He took on the FDA and successfully represented
Dr. Stanislaw Burzynsky, whose alternative
cancer treatment “threatened” the medical and
pharmaceutical industries. He also championed
the chiropractic cause when he successfully
represented New Jersey chiropractors in a federal
racketeering action against employees of the New
J e r s ey D e p a r t m e n t o f I n s u r a n c e , Fr a u d
Division.
He knows f irst-hand how the government is
acting to bolster the medical monopoly—and
he knows how to fight back and win. The lawsuit
he f iled in U.S. District Cour t calls for an
injunction to stop the FTC from interfering with
the right of chiropractors around the country to
advocate the benef its of chiropractic care.
“The FTC is attempting to police and censor
m a t t e r s o f p u r e a d vo c a cy wh i c h a r e f u l ly
protected by the f irst amendment,” Mr. Jaffe
stated. “We hope and expect that the Federal
Court will send a clear message to the FTC.”

WHAT THIS MEANS
FOR CHIROPRACTIC—
YOU AND ME

The current FTC actions have the potential
to affect ALL doctors of chiropractic practicing
in America—regardless of how they practice.
Right now, the FDA—which supplies information
to the FTC—cooperates closely with William
Jarvis, Ph.D., and Stephen Barrett, M.D. and their
“National Council Against Health Fraud”. The
FDA’s Internet site is sprinkled with quotes from
Jarvis, who is presented as an expert in health
care. The same Barrett and Jarvis who for years
have headed the most vicious and slanderous
campaign against chiropractic, claiming that the
major premise of chiropractic is invalid.
Few people would argue that the drug and
medical industries would benef it g reatly if
chiropractic could be discredited. The public’s
interest in non-allopathic health care and wellness
has been sparked in great part by the educational
efforts of doctors of chiropractic. Stop us and
the last real obstacle to a totally medicalized
society would be eliminated.
First, the medical establishment tried to stop
us by claiming we were practicing medicine
without a license and having us thrown in jail.
We fought back and finally won our right to have
a separate licensed profession.
Then, the AMA and other medical
o rga n i z a t i o n s o u t l awe d a ny d e a l i n g s w i t h
chiropractors and engaged in an agg ressive
campaign of misinformation. We fought back
and won the landmark case of Wilk vs. AMA.
Now, the medical interests are tr ying to
prevent chiropractors from making any statements
or claims about the health benef its of
chiropractic. If we f ight back NOW, we can win
once again. [End quoting]
WHY WE NEED TO FEAR THE
I would venture that thousands of CONTACT
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
readers have benef ited from chiropractors. If we
The stated mission of the FTC is to “ensure want to continue using them we’d better start
that the nation’s markets function competitively, speaking up to the politicians.
and are vigorous, eff icient, and free of undue
POLYGAMY TRIAL SET
restrictions”. Yet, when it comes to health care,
its allegiance to the medical and
Fr o m T H E M O D E S TO B E E , 1 2 / 1 1 / 9 8 :
pharmaceutical industries is hard to ignore.
When dealing with health care issues, the [quoting]
A leader of one of Utah’s largest and most
FTC works hand-in-hand with the Food & Drug
Administration (FDA). Its primar y public secretive polygamist clans was ordered Thursday
d o c u m e n t o n f r a u d u l e n t h e a l t h c l a i m s wa s to stand trial on charges of incest and sexual
produced in cooperation with the FDA and it abuse of a minor stemming from his alleged
takes much of its information on health care from marriage to his 17-year-old niece. The girl
the FDA. It refers people to the FDA for testif ied Thursday that she was “trapped” in an
infor mation about health care and receives arranged polygamous marriage with David Ortell
referrals from the FDA on related advertising.
Kingston and—fearing to refuse his advances—
The FDA, in turn, is closely aligned with the had sex with him four times. [End quoting]
pharmaceutical companies. In fact, it is
f inancially dependent on the drug industry. The
SMUGGLING CHARGED
Prescription Drug User Fee Act of 1992 required
drug and biologics manufacturers to pay fees for
Fr o m T H E M O D E S TO B E E , 1 2 / 1 1 / 9 8 :
drug and biologics applications, as well as annual [quoting]
establishment fees and annual product fees. In
Thirty-f ive people have been charged in an
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immigrant-smuggling operation that investigators
say made $170 million in two years by moving
3,600 Chinese citizens across the Canadian
border into the United States. [End quoting]
It looks like ones were playing outside of the
gangster’s control and the “competition” had to
be put in its place.
EDUCATION

EFFICIENCY

From MEDIA BYPASS, 12/98: [quoting]
Analyses by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development show that U.S.
schools are the least eff icient, in ter ms of
academic improvement, among those of all
industrialized nations.
U. S . a c a d e m i c
expenditures are the third highest in the world,
75 percent more than the international primary
school average and 54 percent more than the
international average for secondar y schools.
Despite that expenditure, U.S. students make just
78 percent of the year-to-year progress in reading
made by students in 17 OECD countries, and
only 73 percent as much progress in math as
students in those countries. In science, U.S.
student progress ranked second to last. [End
quoting]
This is just another way to look at the
statistics which tell the story of the dumbing
down of the American educational system.
CATEGORICAL

IMPERATIVES

From MEDIA BYPASS, 12/98: [quoting]
Government schools are burdened by agendas,
which undermine the teaching of basic reading,
writing, math, science and history. Mandated
g ove r n m e n t s c h o o l p r og r a m s n ow i n c l u d e
environmental education, special education,
bilingual education, cultural awareness, drug
education, driver education, sex education, gang
inter vention and health screening. These
imperatives have greatly reduced the original
mandate of government schools to teach. If
American schools are to become the g reat
institutions of learning they once were, they must
regain their focus on education. [End quoting]
It won’t happen until we put an end to the
reign of the dark, so-called “elite” who def initely
don’t want our kids to be educated.
QUIPS
From MEDIA BYPASS, 12/98: [quoting]
• If elections could really change anything,
they would be illegal.
• President Clinton’s spin doctors are now on
TV defending Clinton’s crimes by saying: “Jesus
said, ‘Let he who is without sin cast the first
stone’.” If they would bring Clinton in front of
me and say this, I would supply the stone and
be the f irst to cast it at him. [I certainly
understand his feelings but don’t agree with his
proposed action.].
• It is a fact that Americans spend more
money on bubble gum each year than on political
campaigns. When an American buys a piece of
bubble gum, at least they get something for their
money.
• The only reason that it is against the law to
steal is because the government doesn’t want any
competition.
• I f p r iva t e b u s i n e s s e s h a n d l e d t h e i r
employees’ personal pension plans the same way
Washington politicians handle Social Security,
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t h ey wo u l d b e a r r e s t e d a n d t h r ow n i n t h e severe cases, a child can experience 10 to 20
slammer for life. [End quoting]
episodes of diar rhea in a single day, quickly
getting dangerously dehydrated. The vaccine
LASER POINTERS ARE
costs $38 per dose wholesale. [End quoting]
RED DOT MENACES
First, the price is plain robbery; second, they
don’t say it will help, only that it should—no
Fr o m T H E M O D E S TO B E E , 1 2 / 8 / 9 8 : guarantees; and third, but the most important—
[quoting]
no guarantees that it won’t maim or kill your
They may seem the ideal stocking-stuffer: child as so many vaccines have for decades.
small, inexpensive and a guaranteed hit with BEWARE!!
hard-to-please adolescents. Yet laser pointers—
the size and shape of a pen and capable of
HOLOCAUST FUND COMING
beaming a red light as far away as 1,500 feet—
Fr o m T H E M O D E S TO B E E , 1 2 / 8 / 9 8 :
can be dangerous in the hands of children.
Ophthalmologists warn that the pointers pose [quoting]
LONDON—The government will establish a
a danger far worse than mischief. Although the
light produced by laser pointers is less than a $40 million fund to compensate victims of Nazi
penlight flashlight, its focused energy pointed at persecution whose assets were seized by Britain
an eye for several seconds can damage the during World War II, T h e Fi n a n c i a l Ti m e s
reported Monday. Details of the compensation
retina.
After some girls pointed the beams at their plan are to be announced today in Parliament.
eye s f o r s eve r a l s e c o n d s a n d ex p e r i e n c e d [End quoting]
These gangster-blackmailing-“Jews” will
temporary vision loss, both the American
Academy of Ophthalmology and the federal Food never give up their lucrative extortion racket until
and Drug Administration issued warnings to we-the-people let them know: “We aren’t going
parents and school officials. At gift-buying time, to take it any longer!”
it’s a message worth heeding: “Don’t let your
FDIC DRAWS WRATH
kids play with these items,” warns the academy,
OF THE PUBLIC
“and no matter how much they beg, don’t
purchase them as a substitute for a toy.” [End
Fr o m T H E M O D E S TO B E E , 1 2 / 1 1 / 9 8 :
quoting]
Please be cautious of allowing any of your [quoting]
The FDIC is being deluged with thousands
children to have these unless they have a genuine
of e-mails and letters from citizens furious about
purpose for them.
new anti-money-laundering rules proposed for
banks, which they view as an invasion of privacy.
FARMERS TALK MORE
OF SUICIDE
[Hooray!]
As a visible symbol of the federal government
Excerpted from THE MODESTO BEE, with a plaque in every bank branch, the Federal
11/29/98: [quoting]
Deposit Insurance Corp. has become a magnet
“They are not going to be obvious suicides, for consumers’ anger over the proposed rules.
because then the life insurance is no good.”
The ire is directed at the proposed regulations,
The University of Nebraska had reported 21 called “Know Your Customer” rules, that would
farm fatalities through the end of October. There require banks to verify their customers’ identities
were 23 farm deaths last year and 20 in 1996.
and know where their money comes from. [End
The number of calls to the hot line where quoting]
Soll works has doubled since July, with a sharp
We ran a major story on this matter on the
rise in callers talking of suicide.
Front Page of the 12/8/98 issue of CONTACT.
Some say, “I could make a lot more for my That was the best way to blow the cover off these
wife if she had my life insurance instead of me,” antics the crooks in Washington were trying to
Soll said. “I have to keep reminding them that keep ever so quiet. Our voices are being heard,
that is not for a long-term solution.”
but if we get complacent they are going to
The best way to prevent farm suicides is to c o n t i n u e t h e i r way s —d o n ’t l e t u p o n t h e
get the word out about counseling hot lines and complaints!!
places where farmers can go for help, off icials
said. [End quoting]
WHAT GOOD ARE
The best way to prevent these suicides and
CONSERVATIVES?
many others is to put honest politicians into
off ices so that the farmers can run an honest and
From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, Dec.
ethical business without the crooks in off ice 1998: [quoting]
robbing them and controlling them.
Right-wing Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-UT, chairman
of the Senate Judiciar y Committee, helped
conf irm the appointment of Left-wing Clinton pal
DIARRHEA DOSE FOR KIDS
William Fletcher as a federal appeals court judge
Fr o m T H E M O D E S TO B E E , 1 2 / 8 / 9 8 : on the 9th circuit in San Francisco. Fletcher, a
[quoting]
college classmate of Clinton’s, was barred by law
The nation’s largest pediatricians’ group says from serving on the circuit because his mother
all U.S. infants should be vaccinated against the sits as a judge on the same court. Sen. Hatch
leading cause of diarrhea, an illness that each joined forces with the Senate Left to pass
year causes 55,000 hospitalizations, kills 40 legislation circumventing federal anti-nepotism
children, and costs $400 million. Though costly, law. Fletcher never worked as a lawyer or a
the three-dose vaccine against rotavirus, an j u d g e — o n ly a s a n a c a d e m i c — b u t h e wa s
intestinal infection, should prevent thousands of conf irmed 57-41. The 9th U.S. Court of Appeals
American preschoolers from suffering severe is widely regarded as the most left-wing in the
diarrhea, health off icials believe. In the most country, and Fletcher will help keep the panel’s

reputation, thanks to Hatch. [End quoting]
Welcome to the politics of “You scratch my
back and I’ll scratch yours.” The days for this
kind of nonsense are rapidly running out as more
people become aware of policital shenanigans and
take action.
HELPFUL

HATCH

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, Dec.
1998: [quoting]
Sen. Hatch also endorsed Clinton’s idea for
more “hate crime” legislation. In an interview
with Associated Press, Hatch said, “Sometimes
you may need something like that so everybody
in this country realizes there’s a penalty, that
there’s a punishment that comes from being
vicious and vindictive against people who you
might not agree with.” But the legislation has
nothing to do with stopping bad behavior; laws
like that are already on the books. Instead, “hate
crime” laws criminalize the ideas and emotions
that accompany behavior. Clinton’s bill would
add gender, “sexual orientation”, and disability
to existing federal hate crime law. Hatch said
he would be glad to help Clinton by holding
hearings on the bill. [End quoting]
Looks like Clinton and Hatch have quite a
cozy relationship going on.
YOU ONLY HAVE NOW
Fr o m
the
I N T E R N E T,
discuss@tje.net>, 12/98: [quoting]

<para-

You have no past.
You have no future.
You only have now.
This moment in time—
live it to the fullest,
with your highest
expectation of yourself.
ADVICE FROM
A TIE PEDDLER
From ANGELS ON EARTH, Sep/Oct, 1998,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]
On a late summer day in 1934, in Long
Beach, Calif., Mrs. Bowley hurried to answer the
doorbell. Through the screen she could hear the
whir of a distant lawnmower, children playing up
the block, a rustle of the palm trees at curb’s
edge—all the usual sounds of an afternoon on
Raymond Street. “Coming!” Mrs. Bowley called.
Her daughter followed behind, f irst toddling on
wobbly legs, then plopping down to crawl, so she
could keep up with her mother’s quick steps.
When she realized it was a peddler, Mrs.
Bowley was sorry she’d made such a fuss. “Not
today, I’m afraid,” she said. But the man had
already flipped open his display of ties.
She hesitated, hating to seem too abrupt
during these hard times.
Mrs. Bowley scrutinized the man as he went
into his sales pitch. He wasn’t young, nor
pitiably old. His clothes, though passably clean,
were baggy at the knees and frayed at the cuffs.
Yet it was his demeanor that was really telling.
Beneath thick brows his eyes were downcast, and
as he mumbled on she couldn’t help but
wonder how many ties he had actually sold from
the display in his arms. Not a one, was her
guess.
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The child behind her tugged at the hem of Could it be? I asked my brothers, over and over they treat you”—she chose the word carefully—
h e r s k i r t . M r s . B ow l ey s c o o p e d h e r u p , again.”
“differently from your brothers?”
smoothing back dark curls from the little
He considered the question. “If anything,
Mrs. Bowley listened more intently, opening
forehead.
t h e d o o r b i t by b i t , u n t i l o n ly t h e s c r e e n they treated me better. Like I was their favorite,
The man stopped talking and watched the separated her from the peddler.
even.”
child. He watched too as the mother smiled and
“Finally they admitted it: I was adopted. The
Her face flushed as she assessed the story
soothed her baby.
cousins had told, and sworn them to secrecy. from a mother’s point of view. “Did you get
“That’s a beautiful little girl, lady,” the They were crying now, their eyes pleading with measles, chicken pox, whooping cough?”
peddler allowed. “Is she yours?”
me to say I understood and that it was okay. But
“Yes, I did.”
“ O f c o u r s e s h e ’s m i n e ,” M r s . B ow l ey it wasn’t.
“Were you ever hurt? Bruised? Ever fall
answered, holding the young one close.
“I washed my face, put some clothes in a off your bike? Or a horse?” Mrs. Bowley’s voice
“I mean, is she really yours?” The peddler’s sack, grabbed the money jar I kept by my bed, rose.
voice was low, but his meaning was clear. He and ran toward town. My brothers tried to keep
“Yes.”
lifted his head, his gaze challenging her. Mrs. up. They ran after me, begging me to come back.
“Did they pick you up when you cried?” she
Bowley felt her throat tighten. This was absurd, I didn’t. I couldn’t. I caught a bus without demanded. “Take you to the doctor? Get up
she and the peddler looking into each other’s caring where it was going—just so long as it took with you in the middle of the night? Did they
eyes, a question hanging in the air between them. me far away from what I’d thought was my do all this without complaining?”
“They did.”
The child cooed. Mrs. Bowley stood mute in family. I haven’t seen them since.”
He cleared his throat, looking around as if
“Because they loved you?”
the doorway.
“Yes.” The peddler bit his lip. “They loved
He knew. This stranger knew. Just by for the rest of the story, as if there must be words
looking, he knew. The joy of the last several somewhere to f ill the years from age 13 to the me.”
present. “You’ve got to tell her, lady.” His eyes
Mrs. Bowley was satisf ied. She had made
months fell away.
“No,” Mrs. Bowley whispered f inally. “She’s came back to meet hers. “You’ve got to tell her point. She burst through the doorway,
her the truth.
I t ’s b e i n g l i e d t o t h a t ’s shoving his case, pushing him down the steps.
adopted.”
unbearable,” he said. “Yes, that’s it,” he repeated, “Get out! Get out! Go away!” she hollered,
“Are you going to tell her, ma’am?”
“No—yes—I don’t know,” she stammered. seeming just now to come to the conclusion for retreating into her house, slamming the door
himself.
behind her. She couldn’t stand the sight of him,
“My husband and I can’t agree.”
Mrs. Bowley stared, confused, moved again not for another second. How could he have put
Then, in horror and disbelief at what she’d
admitted to a complete stranger, a down-and-out to silence by the peddler’s words. Her eyes grew his parents through so much grief ? Mrs. Bowley
peddler, no less, she moved to shut the door. But wet as she switched the squirming baby to the clung to her daughter, promising her there would
somehow he’d opened the screen far enough to other hip. She thought of cornfields surrounding never be such distance and misunderstanding
a small town, of brothers now grown, of parents between them.
insert his foot and stop the door from closing.
“Don’t be afraid, lady. Please,” he begged. perhaps no longer living.
Several months went by and one day she
“Did they try to find you?” she asked.
“I want to tell you the story of my life.”
again answered the door to a peddler. This one
“Yes, they had me followed. For years. was neat, his hair trimmed, clothes well pressed.
Mrs. Bowley wondered later why she hadn’t
run out the back to a neighbor’s, or grabbed the Many’s the time I slipped out the back door of a His smile was conf ident and he stood straight.
phone to call the police. Instead she listened, hotel after seeing a detective in the lobby. I got Then she noticed something sticking out of his
reluctantly, through a crack in the door only as good at spotting them.” As if from habit, his case. A tie? Instantly she recognized the man
eyes darted to the street behind him.
wide as the peddler’s foot.
and stepped back to shut the door.
“Were they well-to-do, then? To afford
“I’m from a small town in the Midwest,” he
“Please, lady, listen! I called them—my
began. “Corn country. I was the oldest of three detectives, I mean.”
parents. For Thanksgiving.” His words tumbled
“Oh, no,” the peddler said. “They ran a small out. “I’m going home for Christmas.”
boys. My parents had thought they would be
The door was pulled open, and Mrs. Bowley
childless forever before they adopted me, but as hardware store, and times weren’t all that good
peeked out from behind it.
sometimes happens, after I arrived my mother then, either.”
Mrs. Bowley struggled to understand. “Did
“They wanted to send me money right away,
was able to have two more children. They didn’t
but I couldn’t let them.
tell me I was adopted and I
I’m saving up, and I’ve
didn’t know any different.”
almost enough. My mom’s
The peddler pulled a
so grateful to you. And so
yellowed handkerchief from his
am I. I believe God sent
pocket and wiped his brow.
me to your door because
“ U n t i l I wa s t h i r t e e n . A
H e k n ew yo u wo u l d
classmate called me a dirty
change my life.”
name. I laughed at f irst, but
“But it was you who
when he insisted it was true, I
changed
our lives.” Mrs.
fought him after school. My
Beginning January 1st and running through January 22nd we will have on SALE
Bowley
smiled
tenderly.
b r o t h e r s wa t c h e d a n d t h e n
Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, Horsetail, Gaia Vite & Aloe Juice 10x. The sale will be:
“My
husband
and
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f o l l owe d m e h o m e a t a
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settled
our
differences,
and
distance, lowering their heads
small fee for each freebie, to cover the freight. The amounts are as follows:
as soon as our little girl is
when I looked back. I
old enough to understand,
g u e s s t h ey k n ew wh a t wa s
2oz-freebies @ $1.00 s&h
we will tell her how she
coming.
16oz-freebies @ $2.00 s&h
came to us.”
“When we got to the house
32oz-freebies @ $3.00 s&h
M y m o t h e r ke p t h e r
I a s k e d wh a t t h e b oy h a d
other, regular freight fees still apply.
word. Growing up, I often
meant. I’d had time to think
heard the story of the tie
i t ove r f o r my s e l f . I wa s
This offer is good only on orders shipped within the United States.
peddler who had shown up
different from my brothers.
on our doorstep and
They were light; I was dark.
*Limit 2 free offers per product and size. Note this sale is on all sizes.
inspired her to let me
They were pudgy; I was tall
know that I was the baby
and thin. They were always
Thank You for your continued support.
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n
they wanted most of all.
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[End quoting]
was serious and quiet.
a
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Mitar Tarabich, Serbian Prophet;
A Reader’s Comments
12/7/98

NORA BOYLES

I received in the mail a most welcome letter
from a reader who is obviously knowledgeable
about the Serbian/Croatian language but also a
person with deep appreciation and respect for
Mitar Tarabich. He read my brief update on the
subject which appeared in the 10/6/98 issue of
CONTACT, and has some corrections to offer.
You may recall that the information available to
me at that time came from a website author
named Tim Good and the book, The Balkan
Prophecies.
I believe that this reader’s
observations speak for themselves: [quoting as
received]
Dear Nora,
I like to offer a few observations on your
article in the recent (October 6, 1998) issue of
CONTACT: “Mitar Tarabich—Serbian Prophet”,
and maybe help you to correct some mistakes
that worked their way into that presentation.
My only reference here is the original book that
you mention in your introduction, authored by
John Bonicle-Malenkoviely: Kremausko
Prorocaustvo, Beograd 1986.
As you mention, the book is well illustrated
with an assortment of old photographs.

However very few of these leave any
meaningful connection with Mitar and his
prophecies. There are a few pictures of
Zaharije Zaharieh (page 6 i 37) [sic]. No
pictures of Mitar or any of his relatives. The
old woman in the photo on top of page 200 is
referred to as only possibly being Mitar’s wife.
The corrections, if I may, as some of minor
and some of major disagreement: Zaharije
Zaharieh was Mitar’s priest, friend and
confidant, but not his godfather. Born in 1836,
Zaharije (that j is the sound of y) was Mitar’s
junior by seven years. The word kum, which by
dictionary would translate as godfather, has a
different meaning in general usage in that part
of the world. My best effort at interpreting kum
used in that book would be: dependable friend,
steady friend.
Mitar’s visions and any concern the
government had were for Serbia, not
Yugoslavia, as the latter did not exist.
The cause of Tito’s death Mitar states in the
short chapter on page 174 in one concise
sentence: “Od toga gubitka noge ce i umrijeti,
a ne od starosti svoje.” Translated literally
saying: “From that loss of the leg he will die,
and not from his old age.” And that is exactly
how Tito—bless his soul—passed on. Tito
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ended up with some kind of bad infection on
one of his legs (maybe gangrene), doctors
amputated his leg in an effort to stop the
spreading, but some poisoning, I believe, did
spread through his blood. Was there also a case
of diabetes involved behind the infection and
the loss of his leg? I do not know. Whatever
the particulars of his final health problem
causing the death, Tito definitely died by loss
of his leg, as Mitar had predicted a century
before the event. How that could be missed by
this people, Sever-Vaujaka, is hard to
understand, especially as the original authors in
their book particularly mention, on the same
page 174, this very prophesy as an outstanding
example of Mitar’s clear vision into future.
Mitar presents Tito as the ruler riding on a
white horse and attributes the injury of his leg
to the fall from that white horse. The authors,
Golubovich and Malenkovich, also point out,
correctly, in the same chapter, that the white
horse on which Tito was meant to be riding
(and then falling off) was a symbolic
presentation of his leadership and rule. We
should remember—or know—that Tito indeed
rose to power and “rode” through long years as
the ruler of Yugoslavia by awakening,
organizing and leading the good, positive, white
(as against dark) forces in people. Forces of
unity, cooperation, brotherhood. The “white
horse” however was not a parade-rider showhorse, but a war stallion that tramped under its
hoofs also some good people and ideas with the
bad ones. That is to say Tito’s rule was not
pure white, but it was the best practically
possible in the place and time. To understand
what dark forces and dragons Tito and his white
horse kept at bay, look at those lands today!
Mitar Tarabich did NOT consider himself a
Yugoslavian, but that which he was—a Serbian.
Not only he did not but he possibly could not
have been a Yugoslavian, as Yugoslavia never
existed in or near Mitar’s time. The country to
be later named Yugoslavia was put together at
the end of WWI, under the name: Drzava Srba,
Hivata Sloveuaca, meaning Country of Serbs,
Croats and Slavenes. That is almost 30 years
after Mitar’s passing. Years later the country
was renamed to Kingdom of Yugoslavia. UYG
(spelled JUG) meaning South; so, South Slavsia.
Although Mitar in a way foresees the future
country Yugoslavia, he considers it basically an
expanded Serbia. So in the chapter “Tito’s
Times and His Death”, on page 174 of the
Golubovich-Malenkovich book, Mitar starts out
by saying: “Serbia will live best when the
throne takes a man of blue eyes on a white
horse,” while referring to Yugoslavia. In
another place he says: “After the first war
Austria will disappear, and Serbia will be as
large as a kingdom.”
So I ask: How can anyone, out of these
facts, conclude and write: “He considered
himself a Yugoslavian and not a Serbian.”
Does somebody have an agenda of their own
here? Needless to say, out of those few
sentences that you give in your article, I have
a bad feeling about the book The Balkan
Prophecy.
(I will order a copy, and if it misrepresents
the truth, we could maybe run the translation of
Golubovich and Malenkovich’s work in
CONTACT. Back to your article and Mitar.)
I do not remember ever reading of Mitar’s
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saying that “people would go underground for
protection”. He did say almost the opposite on
pages 192-193: “Those that will escape and
seek shelter in the three mountains, will find
there their salvation.” At another time he says:
“Then the people will flee from towns into the
country and seek mountains to breathe there and
drink water. Those that will flee will save
themselves and their offspring.”
The world court Mitar talked about is the
United Nations. However he saw it only as a
positive, benevolent body and force in the
world, as it could have been. He said:
“Wherever a war breaks out, the court will rule
and bring love and agreement, instead of hate
and killing.” Ones that will live to see that
time will be happy. But as you nicely reminded
us at the end of your presentation: Prophecies
do not have to happen. Man can change things!
So man has!
While Hatonn is of course absolutely right
in stating that the prophecies of Mitar Tarabich
are more accurate than those of Nostradamus,
for [while] Mitar has no peers, he is a headand-some above whoever is next. With all due
respect to Nostradamus and all the rest! There
are two main reasons for my saying so:
Firstly, while many great seers told us
through centuries of coming technical
achievements: the planes in the air, the
submarines, telecommunications, and some great
or catastrophic events, Mitar talks of those
things and then tells us of the effects those
advances will have on mankind, and how and
why. He foretells how we will injure the Earth,
poison the air and water, poison the food we
grow. He tells us: “Throughout the world will
rule some horrible disease, and none will know
how to cure it.” What astonishes me most
about Mitar’s visions is not only that he “sees”
into the future, he sees it more clearly and
understands it better than we do, living in that
future! He says, “However, the bigger the
knowledge that men acquire, the lesser will be
the love between them and consideration for
each other [sic]. Disregard will grow so that
different inventions will mean more to them
than their closest members.” At another
occasion he warns: “There will be many sages
that will think through their books that they
know and can do everything. They will be the
great barrier in the way to real knowledge, and
when all this becomes known, then the people
will realize in what deception they were,
listening to these wise men of theirs.” And
again:
“You see, my friend, when mankind after
the Universal War takes to live in peace and
abundance, it will all be one bitter image of
human blunder, because many will forget
God, and instead will worship their own human
mind.
“And do you know, my friend, what is the
human mind in comparison with God’s Will and
knowing? It would not make up one drop of
water in the greatest sea!”
Does not He see us well?!
“People will drill holes into the Earth and
out of these take gold that will turn everything
and give them light, speed and power, and the
Earth will cry in sorrow, because on her, herself
will be much more gold and light than in her
bowels. She will be in pain from all those
wounds.” Also: “They will poison the air and
the water and release poison through the seas,

rivers and land, and people will be dying
suddenly of some diseases.”
Secondly, Mitar speaks a language of
beautiful simplicity, yet with powerful
concentration of meaning. I have never come
across anyone with such meaningful usage of
human speech. Some of the credit, I guess,
must go to his “secretary” Zaharije. How I
wish I could use the words so economically yet
so effectively! I even wish mighty Hatonn and
other teachers could! No offense meant. Take
this example:
“After the Second Great War the people will
not fight with such might for a long time.
There will be wars, but somehow small; still,
thousands and thousands of people will perish,
but in those small wars.
“All those wars and revolutions will be
caused by big kingdoms [powers] from their
pure wickedness and bad intent, and those that
will fight will be killing each other because of
their own foolish minds.”
There you have more vital, truthful
information on the subject than came out in
hundreds of books and thousand of articles
written on the matter over the last five
decades.
I believe Mitar Tarabich was one of the
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most advanced and developed entities to
incarnate on Earth in later centuries, especially
the Western world. One needs only to read the
stories of his last day on Earth and his passing
away, to understand the maturity and magnitude
of this being.
If you wish, Nora, to include this writing in
your column in the CONTACT, you are of
course welcome to do so. If there is need to
do more, we will do more. If you need a name
to call me, Tomas will do.
[I] wish to thank you for all the hard work
you have done on research and writing over the
years for the benefit and enlightenment of us
all!
Warm greetings!
[End quoting]
If Tomas has more observations to offer at
a later date, especially about Mr. Tarabich’s
prophecies for our times and beyond, I will
certainly share them with you.
Thank you, Tomas.
[Editor’s note: And, as Tomas says, thank
you, Nora, for providing such a wide and
interesting array of research topics found
nowhere else but here!]

Phoenix Bird Available
In “Stained Glass”

Each “Phoenix” glass art piece is hand designed, painted, signed and
numbered by the artist. Each creation takes 3-4 days. The glass art is in a
10x13 wood frame with a chain on top for the ease of hanging from your
window frame.
The colors used by the artist are: Gold Sparkle, Royal Blue, Blue Diamond,
Emerald Green, Amethyst, Ruby Red, Sunny Yellow, Orange Poppy, and Crystal
Clear.
Cost for the Continental U.S. is $70.00 (price includes shipping and handling)
Cost for Canada is $75.00 (price includes shipping and handling)
To order, send check or money order to:
Karen Singer
P.O. Box 1911-172
Tehachapi, CA 93581
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HATONN

I understand that time-lines are difficult to
maintain in your brains, even in the best of
circumstances, but to have days behind and days
ahead of that which is your own time-zone
representation is truly confusing. Let us just
never mind “time” and move on with “do”.
Today is a good day to start your avian
activities and this can well be run in the paper
for any and all to share.
Part of the projection of the traditional time
of enlightenment would be two things (among
others), but one would be the return of the cells
of life, drias, and another would be the “return”
of the Phoenix as in “pretty bird from the ashes”.
These have as many names as there are cultures,
so don’t be put off if one label doesn’t fit.
I have made you go out of your way, Team,
to find a resource and I want it followed-up,
please, if only for another day and another time—
but THIS IS THE TIME TO GET STARTED.
The finding of our friends will be much easier
than you think before you get started. And as
you go looking, look for the logo bird of the
television channel using it. I do not want to even
call the name for I don’t want anyone into this,
botching it for us.
The bird you seek is a legend, of course, but
you will find a fine replica pair or two “perching
around”. They are not what you think you are
looking for, as with the boldness prey-type
features of the Thunderbird, Quetzal or depiction
of the Phoenix in the fire. They are often
referred to as “Firebirds” for obvious reasons,
but don’t expect the eagle to be its representation.
Eagles have entirely different meanings. The
Philippine Eagle is, however, the king of the
eagle family, and is the largest in the world. I
have sent several to visit your home territory, as
well as the Imperial Eagle which bears little
difference. These have far more “meaning” but
we don’t need an avian lesson here today.
Stay attached to Gillie Manillie because that
Blue-Gold Parrot is the resource to get you to
the proper party. Thank you for doing your
homework timely and getting cards and even
mugs for your Christmas toast. For you back
home this means we have a new Corporation
called Phoenix Bird Tribe, Ltd.
(Avian
Importers-Exporters). Our logo is the Phoenix
Bird of our traditional “Journal”. Our “mugs”
of which we speak are coffee mugs with a print
of the logo on one side and “Phoenix Bird Tribe”
on the other.
We have done this for protection of our Team
in the field. There have been a recent and
terrible spurt of kidnappings and murders of
“traders” in the money business and we are now
in the Bird Business as represented by our cards
and trappings. We are letting others be the
spearhead of our thrusting tools, and that is so

far working as on this very day there are
meetings of great import taking place in another
province.
We chuckle at the daily turn and return of
the ongoing Philippines Airlines and still the men
are interested to see that, after months, they are
recognized everywhere they go—even to a “New
Orleans” restaurant last evening. See, dear ones,

when you listen to Dad you get a great
abundance of help. Patience is a virtue beyond
words.
An airline fits with our public image and, at
the least, if PAL ever gets squared away—the
Phoenix Bird on its side will be a nice picturepiece. That company has certainly burned itself
alive, dead and in-between, so if it ever does get
its wings going, it deserves accolades. However,
I don’t know what the taipans and politicians will
do. I agree, E.J., Tan should give his share to
Imelda as she ruined the line in the first place
and now claims ownership. It seems appropriate
somehow. Except, of course, they are threatening
her again with “jail” for lying to the
subcommittee last week. Oh indeed, lying is a
Kol Nidre culture ritual around the globe. We
can call it the Global Kol Nidre, Inc.
Just note that the airline gets less valuable
every day, Team, as the planes are being
repossessed as quickly as the owners can get a
pilot in the cockpits. Yes indeed, we have gotten
far more mileage of that airline without leaving
the ground than you’ll ever get in the air at the
rate it’s going. As is you will be lucky to still
be able to use the tickets you carry and which
became worthless the first time they closed the
line. Will you ever get home? Of course, it is
in the PLAN. I have to get my birds into the
right coops. I think the Apple Center might well
make a good Bird Center and also give the
adversary a go at Bird Cults again. How
disappointing to come looking for Flying objects
and only find exotic and non-exotic birds!

WOW!! Have fun, you flight lovers. It will also
be a good place for Dick Drake to train those
beauties.
I do, however, intend to enlarge our “avian”
activities to meetings and seminars at some point.
And it doesn’t matter if our speakers don’t know
anything about birds—they need to learn instead
of screwing around landlocked.
No, Dad hasn’t lost HIS sense of humor—
HAVE YOU?
Once we have funding, there will be a lot of
need for bird tenders among our other interesting
projects, and anyone not enjoying such an
adventure (or cleaning bird poop), don’t come!
Let us consider another company which is
called Phoenix Bird Tribe Airlines. Let us have
some fun along the way, tongue-in-cheek or
otherwise.
When we get funding we are going to go even
further into low-profile because our people want
to live a life as well as talk to birds. They are
getting tired of both birds and politicians, not to
mention bankers and greedy snitches.
I hope this gives you nice people somewhere
out there something to hold for I know that for
a long time you have considered that we “are
for the birds”. Indeed. And never forget that
GOD knows each of His sparrows and humming
birds. So, please, hum a happy tune as you go
about your living, for a song is a prayer and GOD
HEARS EVERY PRAYER.
You need a shield to be before you and won’t
the inquisitors be shocked to find you UFO nuts
are simply retired Bird hatchers? It allows for
your flock to grow without problem for you are
going to be importers and exporters as well.
AND, YOU ARE GOING TO FALL IN LOVE
WITH EACH AND EVERY FRIEND WITH
FEATHERS WHO WILL ALLOW YOU WITHIN
THEIR SPACE.
REJOICE WITH THE PHOENIX
IN SPLENDOR
I want the information found in our
Encyclopedia on disc to be inserted here and run
in the paper, please. Indeed, it is the time of
the Phoenix.
[QUOTING:]
Phoenix (mythology): Legendary bird that
lived in Arabia. According to tradition, the
phoenix consumed itself by fire every 500 years,
and a new, young phoenix sprang from its ashes.
In the mythology of ancient Egypt, the phoenix
represented the Sun, which dies at night and is
reborn in the morning. Early Christian tradition
adopted the phoenix as a symbol of both
immortality and resurrection.
[END OF QUOTING]
I believe I will just leave you with this
message upon which to dream and we just keep
dancing until we get this dream awake and flying.
And, for my Team in Manila—get with it for
when you locate what you need regarding this
Phoenix, you will know your other endeavors
ARE ON THEIR WAY.
In love more magnificent than that of Heaven
or Earth, I send My own share of Radiance to
Light your way and My own wings upon which
to fly and thereto shall you find shelter.
Aho, DAD.
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Sananda: It Is Time My
People Come Together!
Editor’s note: The following writing began
as a personal message to a scribe who has been
struggling with the responsibilities of public
receivership for some time. However, the
message evolved into such a wonderful “pep
talk” for the entire Ground Crew that it was
decided that it be shared publicly, here. Astute
readers will find continuation of an important
theme addressed by Aton Himself in last week’s
CONTACT. That message was written through
a different public receiver who likewise
struggles with the challenges and doubts and
responsibilities of the job. Let us all be mindful
that these ones do not take their jobs lightly, but
strive ever to conduct themselves Light-ly!
12/25/98

ESU “JESUS” SANANDA

When decisions are made to serve the Light,
there will always come distractions to turn your
attention away to what is perceived as the more
important task. Good evening, child. I am
Sananda, come to visit with you upon this night
reported to be my earthly birthday.
I bring unto you the blessing of Holy God of
Light, and I am well pleased that you have taken
the counsel as you have.
Though it is
understood that there are many earthly duties
that you perceive have been heaped upon your
shoulders, know that most of these perceived
duties are but distractions placed in your life to
sway you off the path of receivership.
There is so much that you can offer to your
world by serving in this manner, and that is the
reason the darkness will forever try to seduce
you from that service for which you have been
chosen and you have chosen in this life
experience.
Long before you came into this physical
expression, you chose a life of service, whether
you know it or not. You also chose to come
into your present life, in this time of great chaos
and transition, for you knew that a clear-channel
receiver was a role that the world would need.
Anytime you desire to be a teacher of the
spiritual nature, you must have a life in which
you learn much, for in learning, you shall be
able to pass along advice and wisdom to those
who are reaching out to you. How often have
you ones in the role of teacher found yourselves
touching another at times least expected? This
happens in the check-out line at a grocery store,
or when listening to a co-worker struggling with
a personal or business-related problem, or when
taking-in a wayward and confused teenager, or
when hugging and kissing a crying child.

How often have you seen, in the eyes these that is, neither side dominates, but both work in
ones, a glimmer of Light as you passed on to perfect synchronicity.
That state is all but absent in 98% of the
them a blessing in one form or another? Can
you deny that this is your chosen path? A population of the planet at this time, and so there
teacher comes in many forms and, as a receiver, is always a state of internal conflict. With those of
greater sensitivity, this conflict, very often,
you stand in the station of teacher.
I understand your hesitation, for you do not manifests itself in the form of mental depression.
feel qualified to be dishing-out advice.
However, consider that you do not so
much pass on your own wisdom as you do
that which is channeled through you, for
your receiving abilities are not limited to
penning words for publication. You are in
a constant state of receivership, whether
you recognize it or not!
There are many times when the
receiver needs to be fine-tuned, for there
is much interference on the frequency,
but the channel is open nonetheless.
Those are the times when you find
yourself steeped in doubt and
depression.
Depression is a state of mental and
emotional anxiety when you have
conflict within. That conflict is nearly
always in making some choice between
the heavier, material universes and the
lighter, spiritual universes.
As I stated above, when you have
chosen a spiritual path, the darkness will
always attempt to interfere, to sway you
away from this spiritual walk, by
throwing all sorts of emergencies and
other earthly duties in your path. When
you are in the process of making these
choices, quite often ones will experience
a state of depression. However, once
the choice has been made, be it the
physical path, or be it the spiritual path,
the depression will almost always pass.
Those who are the most spiritually
SANANDA CARD
attuned and sensitive experience these
(SC)
states of mental depression. That
(with envelope)
depression is the “pull” or “tug of war”
1-49
cards
at $2.50 each
of conflict within. Those who suffer
50
or
more
at $2.00 each
with this horrible ailment should pay very
(call for shipping charges).
close attention, for if they did, and if they
would consider what choices they need to
The cover of this unique card is a photograph of Esu
be making, most of the Prozac could end
up being flushed down the toilet!
“Jesus” Sananda taken in 1961.
There are two segments to the human
Inside you will find a reproduction of the Shroud of
brain—the side that is the vehicle for the
Turin
overlayed by a transparency of the cover
physical mind, and the side that is the
vehicle for the spiritual mind. These photograph of Sananda.
two segments of the mind, when
The correlation is truly a remarkable visual experience!
functioning properly, will be in balance;
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So, how do you overcome these bouts of
depression? By recognizing them for exactly
what they are—the internal battle of Light
and dark.
Your spiritual nature is
attempting to get a message through to you,
while the physical nature is pulling you in the
opposite direction.
Your doctors give you explanations along
the lines that the synapses of your nerves are
misfiring, as a spark plug in your car misfires.
There is a bio-electrical charge that these
synapses create, and this spark (or charge)
should, if things are functioning properly, cross
the gap between the two segments of the brain.
When a synapse misfires, the charge may fail to
cross the gap. That is why it is helpful for you
to make a conscious effort to make a decision,
for in so doing, you are stimulating the synapses
to fire properly and thus for the charge-signal to
cross the gap properly between the two brain
segments.
That is what the so-called anti-depressant
drugs are touted to do. And they do. However,
as with nearly all of your chemically produced
drugs, there are, in nearly all cases, undesirable
side effects to deal with.
These side effects are very much a cause for
alarm in those people who are considered
border-line depression cases. What happens is,
the drug creates a spark great enough to cross
the gap; but, it may “overfire”, so to speak,
throwing the person out of the depressive state
and into an over-reactive state, such as one of
extreme anger or other expressive outrage.
When this occurs, you may have the
Vietnam veteran who suddenly grabs his gun
and goes out on a killing spree, only to
remember nothing as soon as the dosage of the
drug begins to wear off. Your chemists and
doctors are dealing with something they know
little about, and so, as usual, there are
casualties—which often include more than just
the patient.
You are winding up another year, and so,
because of the mental and emotional
conditioning of the population of the planet, it
is a time of endings and beginnings. You are
about to enter the last year of the current
millennium, according to the dominant calendar
used. There is significance to this, because of
the belief systems of the majority of your
population; therefore, it is a time now to reflect
back and to look forward.
As the new year comes, so too will many
changes. The year approaching, because it
represents a cycle of completion, will prove to
be a double-edged sword. There will be many,
many blessings; but there shall also be much
chaos and consternation. So, if you thought the
past year has been an interesting ride, just wait
until this next one begins to unfold.
Changes. That shall be the order of the
day, nearly every day. For those who live
strictly in the physical realm, there will be
more grief than joy. For those who live by
the spirit, there will also be great changes—
but those who have been studying the
teachings we have been offering for these last
many years should recognize and understand
what is taking place. All those things you
have learned shall come to serve you well!
It is also a time for those of you who have
chosen to assist in the transition of the planet
to begin your work IN EARNEST. The
coming year will definitely be a time when I
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shall separate the “chaff” from the “wheat”.
There is going to be an infusion of The Light
as you have never before seen, as the cleansing
becomes accelerated during the coming year.
Those who function in less than truth are
going to find it more and more difficult to cover
their tracks. There are going to be even more
uncoverings of past indiscretions and lies.
Some shall find it unbearable to the point where
they choose to simply leave the planet through
the death process.
People shall be forced to make their choices,
as the “battle lines” are drawn between the
forces of Light and dark. For some, it will
appear that all hell has broken loose; for others,
they will instead believe that the Kingdom of
Heaven has come to Earth. It shall all be in the
perspective of the individual.
Those sitting on the fence are going to get
kicked off to one side or the other! So, get
ready to be confronted with all sorts of
decision-making opportunities.
I made a statement, lo so many years past,
that in those days, to either be hot or cold, for
the lukewarm I would spew out. That means
NOW! And that means every one of you who
has not made up your mind as to whether you
serve The Light or you serve the darkness.
IT IS THE TIME OF MAKING UP YOUR
MINDS! Those who serve The Light are
going to find they have little-to-no tolerance
for deception in ANY form, and these are
those who WILL demand THE TRUTH!
Do not think for one moment that the
cleansing is going to take place only within the
dark recesses of governments and big
businesses, although it shall. BELIEVE ME
WHEN I SAY TO YOU THAT THE GREATER
CLEANSING WILL BE AMONG MINE OWN!
Those who claim to be in service unto The
Light, yet in their hearts believe differently, are
going to fall by the wayside.
That is why you have been offered so many
messages from so many valid sources which
suggest you MUST learn to turn to your OWN
Inner Guidance and stop relying solely on those
who have been penning our messages all these
past years.
MANY OF THOSE WHO HAVE
CLAIMED TO BE WRITING OR SPEAKING
FOR
THE
LIGHT
ARE
INDEED
IMPOSTERS, OR HAVE SLIPPED FROM
AN HONEST TO A DISHONEST ROLE,
AND I INTEND THAT THESE ONES SHALL
BE UNCOVERED. If I cannot have honesty
from within mine own, then how can I, or
you, demand honesty from the others? NO,
FIRST THE PURGING WILL OCCUR
WITHIN MINE OWN RANKS! So be it.
This internal cleansing is going to upset
many, for they have found it comforting to
follow another. Yet, it is also laziness on their
part, for they believe that they assume no
accountability for their choices. I SAY UNTO
EACH OF YOU THAT YOU HAVE
ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY
ONCE YOU HAVE HEARD AND KNOW THE
TRUTH! After such time, following another one
blindly is not an excuse that I shall accept.
If you ones thought that we Teachers from
the Higher Realms have been hard and harsh
before, you have seen nothing yet. What may
appear as harshness is simply demanding that
each and every one of you take a stand and
choose now whom you intend to serve. And you
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shall be responsible and accountable for the
choice you make.
Judgement is not your job, but it is mine and
my Father’s. You would serve yourselves well
to begin judging thine own intent and actions,
rather than those of another, for none of you
know the intent and agreements of another. So
leave the judging up to those who DO KNOW
the intent and agreements! Believe me when I
tell you that you shall have quite enough to
do focusing upon your own person in the
coming year!
To my receivers, I wish to address the
subject of doubt. You ones, all of you, struggle
with whether you are hearing properly and
correctly, and whether you are hearing those of
The Light or those of darkness.
In your doubt, you err. Doubt comes from
fear, and fear is from the darkness. So shed the
darkness, shed the fear, and the doubt shall
cease to exist. Always be diligent in demanding
identification, and check your own Inner
Guidance, for it shall serve you well if the
intent is pure.
Those in the station of (especially public)
receivership have had much practice and lessons
in discernment over the past years, and this was
for a purpose. Those lessons shall now serve
you well, for in your learning you have grown
strong.
There are literally thousands of you. Some
have just become more public than have others,
but each of you is serving a specific purpose,
and most of you are serving VERY WELL.
Those who are penning and speaking for
purposes of personal or material gain or
gratification shall also receive their reward very
soon, for we are even now dealing with them.
Those of you who have made the decision to
serve The Light are going to have a most
interesting year. You are going to make
connections with others of like minds and spirit,
and you will be amazed by whom you shall be
coming in contact with.
I will caution you ones, however, that
regardless of how famous the personality might
be, each of you has a specific and EQUALLY
IMPORTANT role to play, so guard against the
demi-god syndrome that you are so apt to fall
into.
IT IS TIME THAT MY PEOPLE COME
TOGETHER AND DECLARE THEMSELVES
TO ONE ANOTHER AND TO THE WORLD
AT LARGE!
Many of you ones have been quietly working
behind the scenes for many years now, and it is
time that you each step forward and take upon
yourselves the job which you are here to
perform. IT SHALL BE A TIME SUCH AS
YOU HAVE NEVER WITNESSED BEFORE
UPON EARTH, AND IT SHALL BE A JOY
UNTO YOU!
There is much more that I could say at this
time, but let us draw this to a close, for I
believe that I have given you ones enough for
consideration at this time. If you feel that this
message is overload for you, it is imperative
that you take the time to go within and settle
yourself—for it can be overwhelming, but
together, believe me, we shall go through onto
the other side of these times.
I am Sananda, One with The Light of Holy
God of Creation. I leave thee with my Father’s
blessing upon thee.
Salu.
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Entering The Golden Age
Of Cosmic Man’s Awakening
[Continued from Front Page]
has yet to witness, whether or not he is ever
made aware of it.
It has taken two thousand years for you to
evolve to THIS DAY, and your technology that
has been kept from you (while bits and pieces
were allowed to filter through to your markets,
adding to the coffers of the “elite” controllers)
is now ready to do the unthinkable—imitate
God. “Man will do greater things than I” is
wording from your Bible that will have great
meaning for those who know the full technical
capabilities of the secret manipulators of your
planet.
THE MANIPULATION
OF OUTER SPACE FOR THE
ENSLAVEMENT OF MANKIND
The “god” your Satanic masters are going
to imitate is the one most of you have come to
“know” from generations of religious
programming. Lucifer, the fallen one, who
believed he could rule just as good or better
than God-Aton, The One Light, has enlisted
some very astute beings to help him pull the
wool over the eyes and minds of you-thepeople.
This is what will determine if you indeed
have the capability to discern what is of God
of Divine Light and what is of “god” of dark
influence and manipulation. Always your
measuring stick will be: God-Aton neither
coerces nor tricks you into doing or believing
ANYTHING. He always allows humans to
learn their lessons for advancement at their
own pace and at their own level of awareness
of what “reality” truly is.
If you are fooled by the tricks and false
promises of the evil magicians who control
ALL availability of technological applications
considered to be “advanced”, then it matters
not what is happening in the skies above your
heads or what materializes in front of you, for
you will not know the difference. You have
no practical understanding of what can and
cannot be made manifest for your senses, other
than that which you have heard in legends and
myths. This is SPIRITUAL IGNORANCE and
it is this one area of your lack of knowledge
that is going to do-in a great number of
people.
John Glenn’s show-and-tell trip back into
space was the cover for some very heinous
plans—OF WHICH YOU ONES HAVE BEEN
GIVEN NOTHING AS TO WHAT ACTUALLY
TRANSPIRED! The moment that Shuttle was
out of sight of your inquiring eyes, all video

sequences fed to PUBLIC monitors instantly
were switched from live, realtime images, to
PRERECORDED, previous missions and
training mockup flights done within your very
atmosphere. Have you forgotten Hollywood’s
capability to simulate weightlessness effects such
as was demonstrated in the movie Apollo 13?
You were prepared every step of the way in
case something went wrong with the televised
portions of the launch. (And with this Satanic
bunch, something always goes wrong; it is just
that the masses are unaware that there is
anything sinister happening that they should be
watching for.) Excuses were given to cover
military attacks upon the Shuttle, in which
case the original Shuttle would not be coming
home to you. In actuality, you have no
“original” Shuttles; all of them have been
destroyed or abandoned in space, while new
orbiters were continually manufactured and
flown in at the appointed times and places—
always with full complements of “cloned”
crews.
The Space Program simply cannot be as
NASA’s Dan Goldin is telling you. Every
corner of your sky is teeming with spacecapable craft of every description. Your solar
system’s planets all have orbital space
platforms that put the purported International
Space Station to shame.
By the way, the first mission patch for the
station depicts the Earth surrounded by a chain
made of gold. The chain signifies your
bondage—and I need not remind you what
importance gold has played in the master plan
of the Bolshevik-Zionist “Jews”.
They tell you that you will be able to see
the station every night. Chelas, what about all
the other objects seen nightly by thousands
that your media completely ignore?!? And
when enough of you phone-in to the news and
police centers to report them, a hastily put
together blurb is presented to once again put
the masses back to sleep, lest they miss the
latest sexcapade on television.
The high content of sexual situations in the
media, by the way, is also part of “the plan”.
With AIDS running rampant within the Black
communities throughout the world, and now
working its way like wildfire through all other
groups, your PROGRAMMED preoccupation
with sex (protected or not—CONDOMS
PROVIDE NO PROTECTION AGAINST
AIDS) is just what the evil doctors prescribed;
global depopulation is a UN mandate, my
friends, and the secret Bolshevik manipulators
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of the Security Council plan to carry out that
mandate to the letter.
You will find very little in your media,
besides distraction tidbits, about Mars or
Earth’s Moon. This is because they are two
parts of a planetary triad, that includes Earth,
as you prepare to join intergalactic
communities you never knew existed.
Have you ever wondered why the Moon is
so large in comparison to the satellites of other
planets, yet Earth-Shan itself is so small next
to such as the gas giants—with many and
varied moons? Why is it that yours is so
hospitable and convenient?
Indeed, there is much awaiting
unfoldment as you enter the Age of Cosmic
Man’s Awakening.
You have so many Spaceports on your
planet that it has become impossible to hide
the daily trips outside your atmosphere. The
conspiracy-based and heavily controlled major
media simply do not mention them. These
things are not just visible near outbacks or
remote island locations, such as Diego Garcia
in the Indian Ocean. Rather, as you enter the
“new” millennium, in your counting, space
flight is becoming routine and very necessary.
And, if it does end up on television, the
accompanying story is as ridiculous as your
military’s apparent lack of interest in these
publicly witnessed “phenomena” (I think is the
“politically correct” term Tavistock Institute’s
brain-shaping London think-tank has you
using). The reason you have been kept in the
dark about the actual advanced state of your
technological capabilities is so that, when the
time would be ripe, an entire planet could be
captured by the relative few who are in a
position to pull these technical strings to
bedazzle the masses.
ISRAEL SHOWS THE WORLD
WHO HAS THE BIGGEST STICK:
BOLSHEVIK WARLORDS
ORDER IRAQI AIR STRIKES
The FALSE “Jews” from your Bible have
fulfilled Nostradamus’ prophecy for the war
that is to be number three—and your last—on
a worldwide scale. The fifteenth century
Frenchman told you, 500 years ago, that the
series of battles which leads up to nuclear
holocaust was to begin before the end of 1998.
He also said in his quatrains (before the
interpreters made the messages more confusing
than even he had intended—which he did to
avoid being burned at the stake, not unlike
what ones face today in order to bring you
Truth) that the group identified by the blue
turban and flag of Khazaria (Israel) would
be the ones who would send the missiles
flying.
You must understand that the need for the
Khazar “Jews” to be masters of the planet is as
great as their desire for gold. Your Space
Program has one of the greatest secret
stockpiles of precious metals imaginable. The
spacecraft that operate outside of the Earth’s
atmosphere, as well as from the surface (far
from the prying eyes of you taxpayers who
funded it all), utilize great amounts of gold in
the alloys that make up the outer surfaces.
There are many industries which support supersecret space applications that are either
covered up or made to look like parts and
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equipment for already proven technology. All
of it is in the hands of the Zionist (Khazar)
Occupational Government (ZOG) that has
slowly taken over Washington starting many
years ago.
Why do I speak so harshly of “Jews”? I
speak only of that which they do which is
against the Laws of God and note their
flagrant attempts to wipe out a planet of His
creations: you!
You don’t have to take the word of a
prophet or even a Space Commander. Your
own Bible—tampered with as it is—spells it
out quite nicely for you, such as in the Book
of Revelation: “I know your tribulation and
your poverty (but you are rich) and the
slander of those who say that they are Jews
and are not, but are of the synagogue of
Satan.”
The false Jews are generally called
Ashkenazi Jews in more modern times and are
those Khazarian Jews whose medieval
ancestors mostly migrated to the land that
became greater Germany. Being parasites by
nature, this migration was partly due to the
attraction of the prime, desirable area and
culture of vibrant Germany, and partly due to
the relatively peace-seeking nations around
them finally driving them from what was their
original location.
The evil Khazar empire flourished around
700 A.D. between the Black Sea and the
Caspian (Khazar) Sea, and did so through the
most “blood-sucking” of activities. Many
writings in this newspaper over the past many
years have covered the history of these dark
ones in great detail, from available records and
good scholarship.
Their parasitic nature disposes them to live
off of the sweat and creativity of any outside
culture. The more hard-working the culture,
the more beneficial to their games of deception
and control.
THEIR THEFT OF THE
LEGACY OF THE LEGITIMATE JUDEAN IS
WHAT YOUR BIBLE IS REFERRING TO.
Also in the Book of Revelation: “Behold, I
will make those of the synagogue of Satan,
who say that they are Jews and are not, but
lie—behold, I will make them come and bow
down before your feet, and learn that I have
loved you.” This refers to who, ultimately,
will win the final battle, chelas. However,
YOU must do your part in saving your own
planet and your own lives if you wish to halt
Armageddon (the days you have been living
out for at least two decades now). The
situation on your planet does not have to
descend to full-scale war, as your enemies
have written, before “the meek inherit” what’s
left.
No other country on the face of the planet
is behind your war with Iraq—or your wars
with any other country for that matter! You
are a nation in the dark. Other nations know
that real weapons of mass destruction are
waiting to be used by the Khazarian-Zionist
ruling element in the American government,
and if they come into play, not very many
living humans will survive in the physical
form.
The other nations have a more spiritual
belief then do most of you Americans who
have fallen under the mind control of these
Khazarian tricksters, yet you are quick to label
other nations as pagan. Do you not see that
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you have been duped into becoming the tool
for Satan’s army? Do you not realize that
these weapons of mass destruction you have
amassed (as a “God-loving” “christian” nation)
are about to be unleashed upon innocent
people? Where is your dictum of life, liberty,
freedom, and justice for ALL? Do you not
remember that the rest of the world WAS
trying to be like America?
Now the rest of the world laughs at you
and hopes the Khazar “Jews” do not prevail in
their plans—that now have become YOUR
PLANS. How did this happen, America?
Have you been asleep and preoccupied with the
wrong goals for too long? Do you care about
what you leave behind for your children and
grandchildren? How shall you explain to them
your choices which leave them in such a
vulnerable position? Of what importance is
that country club membership compared to the
incarceration of a magnificent nation which
was to be the shining example for the world?
Civilization after civilization has ended
after the waging of a “holy” war, and you are
now about to repeat one of the biggest
mistakes history has repeatedly tried to teach
you. The Muslims of the world are a greatly
united people, especially Arabs and Blacks,
for they are not fooled by the Khazar
manipulations. (That is why your controlled
and mind-controlling media dared not have a
White or Jewish face as the one “in charge” in
the film The Siege.)
Why have some who should know better
sold-out their people and their lands? For the
same reason the lot of you have done so,
whether you realize it or not—greed!
Remember Rothschild’s words of long ago:
“Permit me to control a nation’s currency, and
I care not who makes its laws.” Once there is
Jewish control of gold, there is control—
period! These dark ones know that indeed
most every man has his price.
This is THE lesson of schoolroom Earth.
If ones chose not to succomb to the
temptations of the adversary’s puppets, then
the mess you find yourselves in now as a
nation would not be possible. For instance,
picture a Congress or leader of industry who
would not be bribed, and you would be well
on your way to a truly free nation under
God, a nation that would act as a beacon of
Light for the entire world.
SADDAM DID NOT FIGHT YOU
DURING THE LAST CONFLICT
How can you say you won a war if your
opponent doesn’t show up to fight? Saddam
allowed you to slaughter many tens of
thousands of his soldiers during an agreedupon withdrawal. THIS IS A FLAGRANT
VIOLATION OF GENEVA RULES OF
ENGAGEMENT CONCERNING ARMED
NATIONAL CONFLICT. The rest of the
world has not forgotten—especially the
Arabs have not forgotten what you are
capable of.
You are a people of The Lie. You believe
what your bought-and-paid-for Congress tells
you regarding U.S. military supremacy.
So-called “communist” aircraft, and
biological and chemical delivery systems, as
well as tactical compact and full-yield
nuclear weapons can, in twenty minutes
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time, destroy EVERY SINGLE INHABITED
CITY IN THE U.S. Your conscience tells
you something is very wrong with the
official explanations for this diabolical
engagement in Iraq. However, you ones do
not question your brainwashed “American
supremacy” and thus give little thought to
the possibilities of “just” retribution ON
YOUR OWN SOIL!
Let us not forget WHO Iraq’s allies are—
only the two most truly powerful nations on
your planet! Russia and China are looking for
any excuse to get rid of what they see as the
parasitic cancer called Khazarian “capitalism”
that is ravaging the world.
Am I against every citizen having his share
of the pie? Of course not; God is abundance!
Would His promise to you be otherwise?
However, this variety of capitalism, AS YOUR
ENEMY HAS SET IT UP TO OPERATE, is
nothing short of a diabolical trap for humanity.
When unbounded greed and manaical control
become the sail and rudder of the ship, you
can be sure the vessel is doomed to crash
against God’s Law of Balance and pay the
price for ignoring God’s Law of Giving and
Regiving.
The Russians are now using a system of
barter that can turn your world around for the
better. Until you move into a new (old) way
of doing business THAT IS FAIR FOR ALL
PARTIES INVOLVED, you are doomed to
failure. Doing business by trading goods and
services (like you did before the Khazar
manipulators introduced gold, and then usury,
into the market for evil purposes) is what will
carry you through.
You must look to
sustaining yourselves outside of the Federal
Reserve and its collection police, the IRS.
Both are “elite”-owned, illegal, PRIVATE
corporations THAT ARE NOT a part of the
original design of your Republic Federal
Government.
The Russians who are native to their land
are Christians, just like you profess to be, and
they are taking back their country from the
Bolshevik-Zionist “Jews” who killed more than
100 million people—again Christians. These
Russians are now in the process of breaking
the economic hold the Bolsheviks still have on
their non-military infrastructure and people.
The Kremlin has had enough—both with Israel
and with your inability to rid yourselves of
your “cancer”, including at the very least, your
inability to control Israel’s aggressive use of
your government.
Russia is preparing to use their very
advanced and powerful Space Triad—
consisting of manned killer-beam satellites,
Moon-based beam mega-weapons, and
electrogravitic hovering Cosmosphere weapons
platforms—to put an end to the Khazarian
Zionist parasitic infestation of your planet.
Modern Israel (the location of the state of
Palestine) is about to be blown out of
existence, since all diplomatic attempts to stop
World War III from escalating are failing.
The Khazar Jews and their genetic-replica
puppets are programmed to fight; it is as
simple as that.
If you had no worthy
adversary to supply your testing, you would
not have a journey or lessons worth learning,
for in the Higher Realms (your next stop when
you “graduate”) there is no aggression, nor
even tendencies toward negative behavior.
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Do you see? You MUST learn these
things while you are experiencing in what is
called The Plane of Demonstration.
Sc h o o l room Eart h is pr oviding you wit h
exquisite learning and testing challenges.
How do you think you are doing, grade-wise,
with your lessons? The deeper lesson of Esu
“Jesus” Sananda’s parable about the Good
Samaritan is one of daring to take risks to
right the wrongs that cross your path. How
many of you look the other way, instead?
The bad won’t just go away by itself!
Explain your choices to your children and
grandchildren when they ask you why things
are such a mess—and especially when they
have to go off to fight in those Khazariangenerated wars!
You can no more get into Heaven (the
Higher Realms) without learning your lessons
than you can get a driver’s license (legally)
without learning the rules and laws of the
road, and the operation of a vehicle, lest you
be given a death machine. A car has the
capability, if misused or used incorrectly, to
kill many people, as your yearly highway death
statistics prove. Technologies of societies of
infinitely more sophistication and power (in
the Higher Realms) would cause even greater
damage if they were not understood and used
correctly!
America, you did not always have so many
enemies in the world, and the Arabs, Chinese,
Russians, and soon to be Muslim Blacks do not
have to declare war upon you. As a nation, it
does not have to go that far.
Do not allow the “divide and conquer”
formula (another old Rothschild technique) of
the Khazar Jews to pit brother against brother
and country against country so that the victors
of the contest (Bolshevik-Zionist anti-God
“aliens” in your midst) succeed without so
much as an attempt to save your lives, not to
mention your planet!
Meanwhile, the
cancerous parasites will make sure they are
hiding in underground caverns and shelters
while you all prepare for a war THEY started.
Russia is moving all of their diplomats out
of harm’s way before they get involved in the
shooting. Are you ready for a real war? I
thought not.

attachment to Creator Source, so they do not
fear death as such, and will continue their
programing until physically unable to do so.
For these beings it is as simple as that.
The secret Bolshevik-Zionist warlords who
control NASA and your other MILITARY
Space Agency have been trying to get sensor
satellites into orbit long enough to facilitate a
first strike nuclear attack on your Kremlin
brothers. While you hold hands in orbit with
Russia in front of the cameras, behind the
scenes rages a power struggle of epic
proportions. (Note how during this last trip
into space, for the Space Station, there were
no Russians present. I would think that it
would be a very festive occasion for all
involved.)
Russia’s Cosmosphere space
weapons platforms, of which there are
thousands upon thousands now, have SO FAR
narrowly averted Nuclear War I (World War
III) that is to begin in the Middle East. But
your blackmailed President and his Khazarianstaffed war advisors have not given up. If
anything, they have intensified their thrust to
bring to you the prophesied Armageddon
scenario as presented in the scripted planning
outlay of your Book of Revelation.
Remember, an “Armageddon” IS NOT
God’s plan!
Many centuries ago the
Khazarian revisionists infesting Germany
rewrote that Book to suit themselves AND to
facilitate the taking of a planet in the name
of the Evil One himself.
How did you think Satan was going to
“getcha”? In dark robes, during a Halloween
parade? Or did you think CNN was going to
announce suddenly that the world had a new
ruler?
Dear ones, Lucifer has been planning this
from the beginning, and it is his most intricate,
most elaborate of schemes. How else can even
the Prince of Deception hope to capture a
planet of almost 9 billion of Aton’s wayward
children? (Yes, I know some of you are
saying, “But some of this population are soulless creations of the secret genetics
laboratories.” However, I would suggest that
you do not underestimate Aton’s abilities to
instantly provide the missing soul material if
and when He sees fit to do so!)
When you have Cruise Missiles poised and
ready (reportedly 65 of them) to be launched
from a submerged craft or crafts many miles
inland to “a” spot in the Mojave Desert—ON
THE DAY YOU INITIALLY WERE TO DO
EXACTLY THE SAME TO IRAQ—wouldn’t that
qualify as a modern “shot across the bow”?
(And just because they told you that ONE
British[?!?] submarine sat off the coast of
California, how could you know what lurks
beneath the surface?)
Whether the “target” (or TARGETS) was
the China Lake Naval Weapons Center,
Edwards Air Force Base, cities along your
entire West Coast as part of a preemptive
attack against the U.S., or our little Space
Command nerve-center nestled in the
Tehachapi Mountains, your nation came within
hours of experiencing a massive firestorm in
your dooryard. And, dear ones, it wouldn’t
have been just a few pounds of TNT—I assure
you!
The Hollywood “spin doctors” do not miss
a beat when it comes to preparing the masses
for their heinous plans.
The movies

STAR WARS
AND ARMAGEDDON:
YOU WERE ALREADY AT WAR
Do not be fooled, America. Your nation
was already at war well before the BolshevikZionists attacked Iraq—while the masses have
been largely unaware of the situation.
Missiles were flying DAILY above your
heads and homes, especially being observed
along your West Coast as nightime
“meteors” with unusual trajectories. Your
nation was (is) at the highest state of alert
in the history of organized warfare. The
politicians and military analysts are fully
aware of the likely results of a world war in
your current state of technological
advancement and are in nothing short of a
panic.
The ones who appear to have no emotions
regarding the suicidal outcome of such
beligerant actions ARE NOT SOULED
BEINGS! Manufactured organic intelligence
tools (agents, soldiers, or politicians) have no
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Armageddon, The Siege, Enemy Of The State,
and Elisabeth were released in sequence to
subliminally program you, utilizing the “big
screen” and video-cassette playback for
repetitious reinforcement to foster the climate
they need to shape your minds to war and their
guided outcome of staged world events.
Khazar manipulation of the media has
generated an ideal of One Worlders against the
MANY COLORS of the masses of you-thepeople. AND, CHELAS, A RACE WAR IS
YOUR ADVERSARY’S TRUMP CARD! Do not
be fooled into thinking the problem is one race
or color against another. IT IS ONE MIND
SET A G A I N S T G O D ’ S P E O P L E — A L L O F
YOU. BY CREATING DIVERSITY AND
STRIFE AMONGST DIFFERENT SEGMENTS
OF AMERICANS, the Satanic BolshevikKhazarians can incapacitate everyone,
regardless of creeds, colors, beliefs, religions
or associations.
In addition to setting the stage for a second
and final American civil war, these films show
you just what your government will do to
innocent people while trying to “find”
“terrorists” or other enemies of the state—
THAT IS, ENEMIES OF THE PSEUDOSTATE OF ISRAEL, NOT THE U.S. The
evil manipulators do not want you to know the
truth about how all your political, military and
economic problems stem from their warped
minds.
Armageddon, the movie, was timed to be
released during the Leonid meteor shower so
as to prepare you for something altogether
different than a nighttime light show that was
best viewed in Indonesia. For any of you
with access to the raw video and other data
that was recorded of the event, you might
notice that these were NOT “meteors” but
spacecraft crisscrossing your atmosphere.
Every attempt was made to allow
presentation of evil aliens and invading ships,
should November 18 become THE DAY to
introduce the world to extraterrestrials. Were
they friends here to assist you in your plight,
or were they your secret government’s
replicated aliens, manufactured right within
your underground labs for just such an
occasion?
All I will say is there is a lot going on in
that part of the world at this time and God’s
Hosts ARE PRESENT, and in great numbers,
to see to it that you ones of the Lighted
Workers have what you need to do your end of
the Divine Task. Allow common sense and
reason to be your indicators of what is of God
and what is of evil manifestation.
You have not been left alone to fend for
yourselves during this confrontation period
called Armageddon. We, along with a good
number of advanced Russian craft, were
present. However, none of the earthly
vehicles of your evil so-called “elite” could
keep pace with our ships. There is and was
a total news blackout regarding the “light
show” and I doubt you will ever hear about
it over your airways.
KNOW that we are here and that your
leaders also are fully aware of our
presence—for it is THEY who fear us,
because the strength of our presence
weakens their dominance.
Korton to standby for the present segment.
Salu.
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New Gaia Products

Order by Mail

1998

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANALIQUID
AQUAGAIA
GAIALYTE

16 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

1 liter
2 liters
16 oz.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
NONI
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe

90 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
30 CAPSULES

Vera Concentrate
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 3.50
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 18.00

Qty. Amount

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00

$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75
S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

$ 16.95

$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00

$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$ 96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

GAIACLEANSE KIT

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

STARCH___

SUCROSE___
○

○

○

○

○

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

✴ GAIASPELT
BREAD MIX

(Pure Spelt)

○

○

○

○

15.00

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

No Longer

$

3.50

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
5.00
$ 12.50

✴

○

Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order
form) WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$ 20.00

$ 10.00

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

$ 18.00

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00

PRICE

Item

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG

money orders payable to:

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products SUB TOTAL
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$1100.00
$

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS

$ 80.00

SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

CONTACT:

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source
Distributors are NOT the
same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR
is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

SUBSCRIPTION RA
TES
RATES
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-800-5565.
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES
52 ISSUES

U.S.

w/ENVELOPE

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

CAN/MEX FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES 10 COPIES 25 COPIES 50 COPIES 100 COPIES
$40

$45

13 ISSUES

$95

$125

$160

$275

$60

$40
$80

$80

$90

26 ISSUES

$190

$250

$320

$550

$110

$150

$150

$170

52 ISSUES

$380

$500

$640

$1,100

BACK ISSUE RA
TES
RATES

Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

As an adjunct to CONTACT, the
Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to our
subscribers before our publishing
date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are any
new messages for that day, and after
4 rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded. If the Hotline does not
answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

